UBER’ING AWAY STIGMA: THE IMPACT OF SHARING TECHNOLOGY ON STIGMATIZED OCCUPATIONS

Overview
Stigma is a negative social evaluation (Devers et al., 2009) that is “deeply discrediting” (Goffman, 1963: 4), and has been applied to individuals, organizations, industries, and occupations. Within the organizational literature, stigma research has emphasized how organizations must manage the impact of stigma on social evaluations (Blithe & Wolfe, 2017; Hampel & Tracey, 2017; Helms & Patterson, 2014; Hudson & Okhuysen, 2014; Lyons et al., 2017; Roulet, 2015; Toyoki & Brown, 2014; Tracey & Phillips, 2016). Central to this understanding of stigma is that it sticks and spreads. That is, an occupation or group that has been categorized as “dirty” or stigmatized often remains so over time, and this stigma will transfer to those who enter or affiliate with the stigmatized occupation or group (Goffman, 1963; Hudson & Okhuysen, 2009; Stone et al., 1992). Thus, current theorizing predicts that new entrants to an occupation will become just as stigmatized as those currently in the occupation, and that this stigma is likely to persist.

However, at the organizational level, some scholars have recently revealed how stigmatized organizations can reverse perceptions of stigma (Hampel & Tracey, 2017). In turn, while it is reasonable to consider that perceptions of occupational stigma might evolve, this possibility has been under-researched. Even less explored has been the idea of the avoidance of stigma transfer. Recently, these gaps in the literature have become concerning as the emergence of the sharing economy and the new entrants to existing occupations and fields it has triggered, raise questions regarding the accuracy of these core assumptions about occupational stigma. For example, can new entrants to stigmatized occupations avoid the stigma existing workers face when they do so as part of the sharing economy movement? We suggest that this surfaces the question that we seek to address in this paper: how do technology-driven changes, specifically those driven by sharing technologies, influence stigmatized occupations?

In this paper, we aim to answer this question via a qualitative (Locke, 2001; Miles & Huberman, 1994) case study of the emergence of sharing technologies and their impact on taxi-driving, an occupation stigmatized by members of society (Ashforth & Kreiner, 1999; Ashforth et al., 2007) and workers themselves (Turchick-Hakak, 2014). Specifically, we study the context of Uber’s entrance into and legalization in the taxi-driving occupation in Toronto, Canada, and draw on a rich collection of interviews (n=55) with drivers (Uber and taxi) and media articles (n=976) covering a 4-year period (2013-2016) to examine how sharing technology, and the new entrants it triggers, impacts existing perceptions of stigma in this occupation.

Summary of findings
Our analysis revealed that technology-driven change embraced by new entrants to a stigmatized occupation first created categorical ambiguity, then enabled stigma deflection by the new entrants (Uber drivers), the exacerbation of social evaluations of incumbents (taxi drivers), and the occupational stratification of a stigmatized occupation. At the most basic level, our findings illustrate how Uber and taxi drivers received two different social evaluations even though they conducted the same work. Specifically, we highlight how the categorical ambiguity of new entrants enabled stigma deflection and the exacerbation of social evaluations, which led to the emergence of a stigma faultline between Uber and taxi-drivers that was reinforced by partitioned regulatory reforms and resulted in occupational stratification—that is, segmentation that created a within-occupation social strata and differentiation in a homogeneous occupation.
Implications for theory

Overall, our study helps to identify the mechanisms underlying stigma deflection, the exacerbation of social evaluations, and technology-driven occupational stratification. More specifically, however, in addressing this apparent anomaly, we advance research on stigma by building theory on the conditions under which stigma may not transfer within a stigmatized occupation. Our findings enable us to theorize why and how technology-driven disruptions, such as sharing technologies, can enable new entrants to a stigmatized occupation to deflect the transfer of stigma to themselves, and simultaneously exacerbate the stigma facing existing workers. Furthermore, our findings reveal that this deflection of stigma by new entrants and the exacerbation of stigma for existing workers results in the stratification of the occupation, leading to heterogeneity in the social evaluations made on occupational members.

Existing research on stigma suggests that when a group, industry, or occupation is stigmatized, new entrants will become stigmatized by affiliation, association and proximity to the stigmatized occupation, because stigma is sticky and transfers easily (Bergman & Chalkley, 2007; Goffman, 1963; Hudson & Okhuysen, 2009). However, our findings indicate that stigma may not always transfer to those entering a stigmatized occupation, and that in some cases, new entrants may be shielded from stigma transfer, deflecting the stigma attached to an occupation. In this way, this paper is one of the first to point to conditions under which stigma may not transfer to those who become affiliated or associated with a stigmatized occupation or group.

At the same time, our research, more broadly, allows us to contribute to the broader literature on social evaluations by revealing mechanisms through which alternate social evaluations for actors engaged in the same activity may emerge (e.g., Zavyalova et al., 2017). Similarly, it allows us to contribute to the literature on technology-driven change in occupations (e.g., Barley, 1986; Nelson & Irwin, 2014), which has tended to focus on socially valued occupations. Lastly, our research contributes to the emerging literature that seeks to better understand the sharing economy and its impact on the nature of work and employment, business, and existing scholarship more generally (e.g., Barley et al., 2017; Davis, 2013; 2016; Sundararajan, 2016).
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